
Zinc phosphate and 
polyester powder-
coated steel frame 

(50 × 25mm oval)

Smooth rounded 
corners for safety

Clear polycarbonate poster
covers offer high impact

resistance and UV stability

Silver border and frame as 
standard. Also available in 
custom colours (minimum 

order quantity: 25)

Built-in wheels – easy to 
move with our purpose-

designed trolley

Stainless steel tamper-proof
fixings retain poster cover at
the top and enable ease of
poster change by one person

Magnetic poster covers provide 
superior weather resistance 
and poster security

Back panel available printed
to ensure presence when
posters are not in use

Water-fillable 
polyethylene base 
precisely calculated for 
optimum stability, made 
using recycled materials

Black base as standard
to hide dirt and marks
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External poster signage is a powerful advertising tool. With 70% of purchase decisions made in-store, driving footfall 
into the store is obviously key. And nothing does that better than targeted, high impact poster advertising outside the 
store. The use of strong graphics displayed in a well designed sign will ensure that first impressions count for success.

Sentinel®

EU Design Registration No. 000190954

The Ultimate Forecourt Poster Sign

Magnetic poster covers for quick 
and easy poster change

Coloured/printed borders available 
(minimum order quantity: 25)

Lower cost, lighter weight base option 
available for 30” × 40” and A0 sizes. Volume/

contract enquiries only. Call for details.
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Forecourt  (Large Form
at) Signs

The purpose-designed trolley enables easy and safe movement 
of Sentinel, Sightmaster 2 and Cyclone 2 forecourt signs, whilst 
the hose gives convenient assistance for filling bases with 
water. The adaptor is for use with Sightmaster 2 only.

Trolley & Hose
for Sentinel®, Sightmaster 2 
and Cyclone 2

Moving Sentinel couldn't 
be easier with our 
purpose-designed trolley

Hose

Trolley

Item O/A Dimensions (mm) Weight (kg) Order Code

Trolley 225 × 1220 × 225 2.5 TROLLEY

Adaptor 90 × 45 × 48 0.125 TROLLEYADAPTOR

Hose 5000 × 13 1 SENHOSE

Tactical Header
for Sentinel®

• Simply clips onto Sentinel frames

• Ideal for short-term promotions – additional 
advertising site for minimal cost

• Gloss white PVC/polypropylene panel, ideal 
for screen/digitally printed graphics or vinyl 
application

30" × 40" Sentinel working hard for major 
retailers across the country

A0 40" × 60"

Poster 
Size

O/A Dimensions
(w × h × d mm)

Display Area 
(mm)

Weight (kg) 
Empty/Full Order Code

30" × 40" 935 × 1429 × 704 754 × 1008 27/99 SEN34MK4GG + SEN34BASE

A0 979 × 1603 × 704 820 × 1169 31/103 SENAØMK4GG + SEN34BASE

40" × 60" 1171 × 1942 × 894 995 × 1503 57/169 SEN46MK4GG + SEN46BASE

Headers can create eye-catching silhouettes and added 'theatre'

Also available in custom colours (minimum order quantities apply)

Available in 3 stock sizes

In stock

In stock
Recyclable
Steel frame, polycarbonate poster covers 
and part recycled polyethylene base

8 minutes to assemble and fill base
Ideally by 2 people

Recyclable
PVC/polypropylene panel

Made to order
Minimum order quantity: 25


